
 

 
Background: Orienteering, an outdoor pursuit run as a time trial, is intrinsically a relatively low risk 

sport. To carry out Orienteering Events in a safe way for participants, helpers and the 
general public and also to comply with current government restrictions British 
Orienteering (BOF) has created a methodology which has been shared with the UK 
Government Department of Culture Media and Sport, that introduces additional social 
distancing measures and other controls (to be updated as appropriate).  

 
Risk Assessment:    A detailed risk assessment has been made. Flow of participants will be managed to 

avoid queues and interfaces with helpers minimised. So online results only, no EOD, etc.    
     
Attendance:           A local event, members of BOK and our neighbouring clubs are welcome. You should not 

attend if you feel unwell on the day, consider yourself vulnerable or are self- isolating.  
 
Permissions:            At this time when permissions are difficult, we are particularly grateful to Mendip Snowsport 

Centre and Winscombe and Sandford Parish Council.  We must comply with the letter and 
spirit of government guidance. 

 
Transport:              Avoid public transport if possible and car sharing outside your household group.   
 
Entries: Pre-entry only (via, Fabian 4  now open.) Please ensure that your contact details on the 

BOF data base are up to date (Track and Trace). Start times will be allocated to control 
numbers and flow. Entry is conditional on conforming to BOF code of conduct. CLOSING 
DATE IS SUNDAY 27 SEPTEMBER 

  
Entry Fee: Seniors £6, Juniors & full time Students £3, Dibber hire £1.50 (Juniors free)  
. 
Map/ Terrain: 1:7,500, 5m contours, overprinted, waterproof, size A4. A technically and physically 

challenging elongated conical hill, largely open wood with small crags and other rock detail 
and some open fields. Summer vegetation, so Orienteering or Off-road shoes, long 
trousers. 

    
Courses: Blue, Green, Short Green, Orange, Yellow                             Note: Courses are provisional 
                                                                 
Start/Closure: Start times 10.30 -12.30  
 
Officials:                 Organiser: Jo Foster  Planner: Jamie Haywood   
   
Dogs: Dogs in assembly area only. Not on courses.   
 
Enquires: Permissions@bristolorienteering.org.uk     
 
  
Data Protection: Your personal information provided for this event or obtained from registration databases will be used to 

process your entry, publish results, check for missing runners and trace missing SI cards. 
 

Further details and latest information on the BOK website: 
www.bristolorienteering.org.uk  

 

Bristol Orienteering Klub (BOK) Re-start Event 2  
 Preliminary Information 
Sunday 4th October 2020 

Sandford and Lyncombe Woods 
UsynligO continues but after a long break a second opportunity to navigate 

between control flags  
 

This event is open to BOF Members by Pre- entry only 



 


